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WALL TENT FRAMES
SET-UP INSTRUCTION
To assemble the frame, start by placing a bracket and a horizontal piece together. Complete this process
for both sides of the tent. Start on one end and insert a ridge piece, its bracket and the ridge piece down to
the horizontal bracket. When connected, add the top horizontal piece and move to the next bracket and
complete this process for the remainder of the tent. Check all the angles to make sure they are set the
same. Now place your tent over the frame. Again check the angles to make sure they are adjusted
correctly for your tent. Adjust as necessary. Go around the tent lifting it up and placing the legs in place. It
is recommended that at least all four corners of the tent be tied and staked down.
Allow ½” for each bracket and cut your poles to length based on your measurements.
In order to make a metal internal frame for a wall tent using Montana Canvas brackets, first determine the
size of your wall tent. For a size up to 12’ X 14’, the frame can be made with nine (9) brackets. For tents
larger than 12’ X 14’, twelve (12) brackets are required.
You next need to measure your tent. Almost all wall tents are made from cotton and will shrink after they
get wet. There will always be some variation in the finished size of your tent. You will need to measure the
wall height from the ground to the eve, the width of the tent, the length of the tent and the height of the tent.
You can now determine how many pieces of 1” X 10’ EMT piping you require. Refer to the chart below to
determine how much EMT you will normally need.
8’ X 10’
10’ X 12’
12’ X 14’
14’ X 16’
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9 sticks
12 sticks
15 sticks
18 sticks

at 10’ length
at 10’ length
at 10’ length
at 10’ length
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